E&I Cooperative Services: K-12 Contracts

Athletics & Recreation
- Anthony James Partners
- Anthony Travel
- Core Health and Fitness
- Corporate Travel Planners
- FieldTurf
- Irwin Seating Company
- JMI Sports
- List Industries
- SSB

Auction Services
- GovDeals
- Procurex

Audio/Visual & Conferencing
- Anthony James Partners
- B&H Photo Video
- CDW-G
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Connection Public Sector Solutions
- IVCi, LLC
- SKC Communications
- Staples

Books & Media
- Complete Book and Media Supply
- Demco, Inc.

Branding Strategy/Promo Items
- Legend Labs
- Staples Promotional Products

Cloud Solutions & Services
- Carahsoft Technology Corp.
- CDW-G
- Collaborative Solutions
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Connection Public Sector Solutions
- D2L Ltd.

Construction
- Alpha Building Corporation
- Aries Building Systems
- CORE - Construction Management at Risk (CMAR)
- CORE Construction
- Gilbane - Construction Management at Risk (CMAR)
- Gilbane Building Company
- HITT Contracting
- Jamail & Smith Construction
- Nouveau Construction and Technology Services
- Sunbelt Rentals
- Tremco/Weatherproofing Technologies, Inc.
- United Rentals
- Wayne's Roofing

Delivery, Mail & Freight
- eShipGlobal
- Pitney Bowes - Shipping & Mailing
- SIRVA Worldwide
- UniGroup
- UPS

E-Procurement
- JAGGAER
- Unimarket

Enterprise Solutions & Services
- Carahsoft Technology Corp.
- Collaborative Solutions
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Mythics, Inc.

Facilities Services
- EqualLevel, Sponsored by E&I
- JAGGAER
- Kiana Analytics
- Mythics, Inc.
- Ouriginal
- Proctorio
- SAP Concur
- SSB
- Unimarket

Legend:
1. Regional contracts marked with *
2. Negotiated contracts listed in italics
3. "Additional Contracts" represents E&I suppliers which also provide certain products/services within the specified contract category, but for whom that category is not their primary business
4. "New!" designation reflects contracts with an effective date within the last 12 months
5. "Top Contract!" designation reflects contracts with the most purchases & highest utilization
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Food Service
- America To Go
- Strategic Equipment, LLC (TriMark)

Furniture/Furnishings
- AGATI
- American Education Supply
- Coalesse
- Demco, Inc. Top Contract!
- Falcon
- Global Furniture Group
- Guest Supply
- Gunlocke
- Hightower Group
- Humanscale Corporation
- Irwin Seating Company New!
- Jonti-Craft
- MityLite, Inc.
- Moving Minds
- Sargent Welch
- Sauder Education
- Sedia Systems New!
- Shelby Williams
- Smith System Manufacturing Company Top Contract!
- Southwest Contract
- Steelcase Health
- Steelcase, Inc. Top Contract!
- Thonet
- Transformations Furniture
- Ward's Science

Fixtures & Accessories
- American Education Supply
- Claridge
- Demco, Inc. Top Contract!
- Grainger Top Contract!
- Hightower Group
- Humanscale Corporation
- Max-R
- MityLite, Inc.
- University Sleep Products

Flooring
- Interface New!
- Mannington Commercial New!
- Milliken Services New!
- Mohawk Group New!
- Tarkett USA Inc. New!

Healthcare Products & Services
- Avantor
- Avantor
- Kiana Analytics
- Medline Industries - Medical/Surgical/Athletic Supplies
- Medline Industries - Pharmaceuticals and OTC
- Meenta
- Nine Mile Health
- Patterson Dental
- PHC Corporation
- Safe Health Systems
- Sargent Welch
- Specialty Underwriters
- STERIS

Legend: 1. Regional contracts marked with *. 2. Negotiated contracts listed in italics. 3. "Additional Contracts" represents E&I suppliers which also provide certain products/services within the specified contract category, but for whom that category is not their primary business. 4. "New!" designation reflects contracts with an effective date within the last 12 months. 5. "Top Contract!" designation reflects contracts with the most purchases & highest utilization.
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Insurance, HR & Benefits
- Ward's Science
- Slalom, LLC

IT Hardware & Related Services
- B&H Photo Video  Top Contract!
- CDW-G - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support  Top Contract!
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support
- IVCi, LLC
- SKC Communications
- Staples  Top Contract!
- Xerox

IT Infrastructure & Data Center Solutions
- Carahsoft Technology Corp.
- CDW-G - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support  Top Contract!
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support
- IM Supply
- Iron Mountain
- IVCi, LLC
- Nouveau Construction and Technology Services
- SKC Communications
- Specialty Underwriters

IT Services
- CDW-G - Cloud Services  Top Contract!
- CDW-G - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support  Top Contract!
- Clearspan  New!
- Collaborative Solutions
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - IT Managed Services
- ENA Services  New!
- Mythics, Inc.
- Nouveau Construction and Technology Services
- Ouriginal
- Proctorio

Lab Supplies
- Airgas
- Avantor
- Sargent Welch
- Ward's Science

MRO, Facilities Equipment & Fleet Operations
- Batteries Plus Bulbs
- Carrier Corporation
- Carrier Enterprise
- Enterprise Fleet
- Ferguson
- Filtration Concepts *
- Grainger  Top Contract!
- IM Supply
- Lowe's
- NAPA
- PPG Paints  Top Contract!
- Sherwin-Williams  Top Contract!
- Staples  Top Contract!
- Sunbelt Rentals
- United Rentals

Legend:
1. Regional contracts marked with *
2. Negotiated contracts listed in italics
3. "Additional Contracts" represents E&I suppliers which also provide certain products/services within the specified contract category, but for whom that category is not their primary business
4. "New!" designation reflects contracts with an effective date within the last 12 months
5. "Top Contract!" designation reflects contracts with the most purchases & highest utilization
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Networking & Security
- Carahsoft Technology Corp.
- CDW-G - Cloud Services
- CDW-G - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support *Top Contract!
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support
- IVCi, LLC
- SKC Communications

Office Equipment & Supplies
- Batteries Plus Bulbs
- CDW-G - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support *Top Contract!
- Complete Book and Media Supply
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support
- Demco, Inc. *Top Contract!
- Pitney Bowes - Shipping & Mailing
- Staples *Top Contract!
- Xerox

Payment Services
- American Express *Top Contract!
- PaymentWorks

Professional Services
- Bottom Line Concepts
- Columbia Advisory Group (CAG)
- Huron
- Korn Ferry
- Legend Labs
- Ouriginal
- Proctorio
- Slalom, LLC

Scientific Equipment
- Avantor
- Beckman Coulter
- LabRepCo
- Nikon Instruments, Inc.
- NuAire
- PHC Corporation
- Sargent Welch
- Specialty Underwriters
- STERIS
- The Baker Company
- Ward's Science
- Waters Corporation

Security Services
- Worldwide Sourcing Group

Technology Peripherals & Supplies
- B&H Photo Video *Top Contract!
- CDW-G - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support *Top Contract!
- Connection Public Sector Solutions - Computer Equipment & Related Hardware, Software, Services, & Support
- IVCi, LLC
- SKC Communications
- Staples *Top Contract!
- Xerox

Travel & Transportation Services
- American Express *Top Contract!
- Anthony Travel
- Corporate Travel Planners
- Enterprise Business Solutions
- Enterprise Fleet
- eShipGlobal
- SAP Concur
- SIRVA Worldwide
- UniGroup

Utilities
- Bottom Line Concepts

Legend: 1. Regional contracts marked with * 2. Negotiated contracts listed in italics 3. "Additional Contracts" represents E&I suppliers which also provide certain products/services within the specified contract category, but for whom that category is not their primary business 4. "New!" designation reflects contracts with an effective date within the last 12 months 5. "Top Contract!" designation reflects contracts with the most purchases & highest utilization
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